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MaTeM. C6opHHK Math. USSR Sbornik
TOM 135(I77)(1988), Bwn. 3 Vol. 63(1989), No. 2

ON A SHIRSHOV BASIS OF RELATIVELY FREE ALGEBRAS
OF COMPLEXITY η

UDC 519.48

A. YA. BELOV

ABSTRACT. A Shirshov basis is a set of elements of an algebra A over which A has
bounded height in the sense of Shirshov.

A description is given of Shirshov bases consisting of words for associative or
alternative relatively free algebras over an arbitrary commutative associative ring Φ
with unity. It is proved that the set of monomials of degree at most mz is a Shirshov
basis in a Jordan Pi-algebra of degree m. It is shown that under certain conditions
on var(5) (satisfied by alternative and Jordan Pi-algebras), if each factor of Β with
nilpotent projections of all elements of Μ is nilpotent, then Μ is a Shirshov basis of
Β if Μ generates Β as an algebra.

Bibliography: 12 titles.

Shirshov in [1] and [2] established the local boundedness of the height of a PI-
algebra of degree m over the set of words of degree at most m. Shirshov's theorem is
directly related to Kurosh's problem for Pi-algebras; in fact, they are equivalent. The
precise assertion is contained in Theorems 3 and 4 of the present paper. Equivalence
is established by using a "transfer" procedure, enabling us to gather, by means of a
chain of so-called /-transformations, almost all symbols occurring in a set of long
subwords of a word c into m - 1 groups, where m is the degree of the identity /.
The method works in the alternative and Jordan cases.

A well-known conjecture of Shestakov, which was proved by Ufnarovskii [3], as-
serts that an associative Pi-algebra of degree m in which all words of degree at most
[w/2] are algebraic is locally finite; Ufnarovskii also showed that [m/2] can be re-
placed by the complexity. Note that Shestakov's conjecture is a consequence of
Theorem 1 of the present paper; moreover the proof is constructive in nature.

In connection with Shirshov's theorem, several problems arise. Over which sets of
words does the algebra A have bounded height? For which classes of nonassociative
algebras is the height theorem true? We are interested in algebras over an arbitrary
ring.

L'vov [9] considered the case of algebras over an arbitrary ring; he established the
boundedness of the height of an algebra A over the set of words of degree at most
m — 1, and proved Shestakov's conjecture for de%A = 6. The height theorem for
(-1,1) Pi-algebras and alternative Pi-algebras was proved by Pchelintsev [4], but the
boundedness of the height was not established over a set of words.
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364 Α. ΥΑ. BELOV

In the present paper we describe the Shirshov bases consisting of words of a rel-
atively free Φ-algebra A, associative or alternative, where Φ is any commutative as-
sociative ring with unity and the variety var(.4) is not necessarily homogeneous. We
prove the existence of a Shirshov basis consisting of words for Jordan Pi-algebras.

The author sincerely thanks S. V. Pchelintsev for posing these problems and for his
active participation, and V. N. Latyshev for useful discussion and valuable comments.

§1. Main results

We denote by #D the number of elements of the set D.
Throughout this paper, A is a finitely generated (f.g.) associative Pi-algebra over

a commutative associative ring Φ with unity; for a set Μ we let (M) denote the Φ-
module generated by M. We will say that an element χ e A is linearly representable
by a set Μ if χ e (M), and that A is linearly representable by Μ if A = (M). We
will say that A has essential height h over a set Υ c A, and call Υ an s-basis of A,
if there exists a finite subset D c A such that A is linearly representable by a set of
elements of the form ίχ··· tN, where Ν < h and, for all i, either i, € D or tj — bf',
where 6, e Y; if we can put D = 0 , then A has height h over Y, and Υ is called a
Shirshov basis of A.

Note that if a set Υ generates A as an algebra, then the elements of D can be
expressed in terms of Y; then we can put D = 0, and if Υ is an s-basis, then Υ is a
Shirshov basis, and conversely.

By the complexity Pid(9Jt) of a variety 97t we mean that largest η such that Mat,, (F)
belongs to the variety Μ generated by the homogeneous components of the identities
of SDT for some simple factor F of Φ. For algebras over an infinite field this definition
agrees with the usual one.

By the degree deg(;4) of an algebra A we mean the smallest m such that A satisfies
an identity / of the form

where Κσ e Φ νσ € Sm.
The algebras of words that we consider do not contain the empty word (Λ). If

c Φ 0 is a homogeneous element, then ||c|| is its degree of homogeneity; if c is a
word, then \c\ is its length; |Λ| = ||Λ|| = 0; if c φ Λ, then we always have \c\ > 1 and
||c|| > 1. For example, for letters a,b,d, if ||<z|| = 2, \\b\\ = 3, and \\d\\ = 4, then

\a\bd)2\ = 7, \\a\bdf\\ = 20.

THEOREM 1. A finitely generated associative Pi-algebra of complexity η has bounded
height over the set of words of degree at most n; if η = 0, then dim<p(.4) < oo.

The following corollary is a strengthening of Shestakov's conjecture:

COROLLARY. Suppose A is an f.g. associative algebra of degree m. Then A has
bounded height over the set of words of degree at most [m/2].

From now on, unless it is stated otherwise, we will consider s-bases and Shirshov
bases consisting only of words of a relatively free algebra A. In this regard, an i-basis
is a Shirshov basis if and only if it contains generators. Note that Μ U {c1} is an
s-basis ο Μ U {c} is an s-basis.

A word of the form cl, where I > 1, is called cyclic, two words c\ and C2 are called
cyclically conjugate if

3di,3d2: cx = dxdi, c2 = d2di.
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Obviously, no s-basis that is minimal with respect to inclusion can contain two
cyclically conjugate words. The problem of describing s-bases and Shirshov bases
is equivalent to that of describing reduced (i.e. minimal with respect to inclusion
and containing no cyclic words) Shirshov bases, since a reduced ί-basis contains
generators. We will denote by Ql

K the set of noncyclic words of length at most K.
The relation of cyclic conjugacy partitions Q}K into equivalence classes. A system of
representatives will be called a K-sample.

THEOREM 2. Suppose A is a finitely generated, relatively free Φ-algebra of complex-
ity n. Then the set of reduced Shirshov bases of A consisting of words is equal to the
set of n-samples.

Any Shirshov basis that is minimal with respect to inclusion can be obtained from
a reduced basis by replacing the words of length greater than 1 by their powers. We
denote by Μ^ΚΊ the ideal generated by the elements of the form mK, where m e Μ.

THEOREM 3. Suppose A is a finitely generated, graded, associative Pi-algebra of
complexity n, and Μ a A is a finite subset of homogeneous elements. IfA/M^ is
nilpotent, then Μ is an s-basis of A. If, in addition, Μ generates A, then Μ is a
Shirshov basis of A.

MAIN LEMMA. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 3, ifm = deg(̂ 4) and A/M^ is
nilpotent, then Μ is an s-basis of A.

This assertion is weaker than Theorem 3.
REMARK. If we do not require homogeneity, then, as the example of an algebra

with unity shows, the assertion of Theorem 3 is false. If the algebra A satisfies
a homogeneous identity of complexity n, then A/M^ is nilpotent for all /. The
example A = Matn(F)<E>F XF[X], where F is a field, Μ — {m}, and m is nilpotent
of degree n, shows that the number η in the hypothesis of the theorem cannot be
diminished.

Suppose B, generally speaking, is an f.g. nonassociative Φ-algebra. Then L[B] is
the algebra of its left multiplications. For d e Β we let L{d) be the operator of left
multiplication by d, and we denote by Bj the subalgebra of Β generated by d. Let
Mon/ be the set of nonassociative monomials of degree at most /. For example:

Μ = ((·, ·), (·, •)) e Mon4, &{x,y, z, z) = (xy)z2.

The algebra Β has essential height R over a set Μ if there exists a finite set D c Β
such that Β is linearly representable by the elements of the form J%(tu...,tN), where
31 G Mon^ and, for all /', either t, 6 D or i, e Bmj for some m, e M. If we can
put D = 0, then Β has height R over M; the connection between the height and the
essential height is the same as in the associative case. This definition agrees with the
usual definition of height for nonassociative algebras [4].

Let Af(Ar) be the ideal of Β generated by \Jm€MB%,. We will say that the algebra
Β has L-length Κ if L[B] is linearly representable by the set of elements of the form
L{pi) ·· • L(pg), where q < K.

Suppose Μ is a variety of algebras and Q is a relatively free /-generator algebra in
9Jt. The variety Wl is called nice if there exist functions τ^{1) and η^{1) such that,
for all /,

(i) C/ has L-length t<m{l),
(ii) L[Cj] has at most n<m{l) generators, and
(Hi) L[C,] is a Pi-algebra.
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THEOREM 4. Suppose var(5) is a nice variety, Β is an f.g. graded algebra, and Μ
is a finite set of homogeneous elements ofB. If νϊ B/M^ is nilpotent, then Μ is an
s-basis ofB. If in addition, Μ generates Β as an algebra, then Μ is a Shirshov basis
ofB.

It was shown in [7] that condition (i) holds for Jordan algebras. It was proved
in [5] that condition (i) holds for alternative algebras, and that condition (iii) holds
for alternative and special Jordan Pi-algebras; it was also shown there that B/M^ is
nilpotent for all /, where Β is an f.g. alternative algebra of degree m and Μ is the set
of words of degree at most m2. In [6] the validity of (iii) was established for Jordan
Pi-algebras, and in [8] the local finiteness of a Jordan Pi-algebra of degree m with
algebraic words of degree at most m2 was proved.

COROLLARY 1. Suppose Β is an alternative or Jordan f.g. Pi-algebra of degree m.
Then Β has bounded height over the set of words of degree at most m2.

From the fact that any associative, alternative, or Jordan f.g. Pi-algebra having no
ideal with a nonnilpotent factor is simple we obtain

COROLLARY 2. Suppose a set Μ and algebra Β satisfy the assumptions of Theorem
4 and Β is an associative, alternative, or Jordan algebra. Then Μ is an s-basis •&• each
simple factor ofB contains the nonnilpotent image of an element of M.

Using the same argument as in the proof of the nonhomogeneous case of Theorem
1, we can prove

THEOREM 5. Suppose Β is a relatively free f.g. alternative Pi-algebra over Φ. Then
the set of Shirshov bases ofB consisting of words is equal to the set of Shirshov bases
of the factor with respect to the associator ideal.

This follows from the fact that in a Cayley-Dickson algebra there is always a
nonnilpotent word in the generators of length at most 2, for any set of generators.

§2. The auxiliary algebra Af

Throughout this paper, Ε is an alphabet, W(E) is the set of words of finite length
over E, and Φ(Ε) is a free associative Φ-algebra over E. The notation κ, c «2
signifies that the word u\ is a subword of «2- Otherwise u\~\ c M2· If Μ e W{E),
then u°° is a periodic word infinite in both directions: · · · uuu • • • uuu

Let Wd(i<) = {v € W{E)\v c u°°}. Obviously W(E)\Wd(u) is an ideal of the
semigroup W{E); it generates an ideal / * of the algebra Φ(Ε). Put Af = Φ(Ε)/Ι*.
Suppose |c| > n. Let (c)n denote the leftmost subword of c of length n, and (c)n

the rightmost such subword. Obviously c is representable in the form c = (c)ne and
in the form c = d(c)n. If c — cb, where b is a letter, we put 5{c) — be. Obviously

REMARK. S(C) is cyclically conjugate to c. If c = vK, then S^(c) = c; if c is a
noncyclic word and |c| does not divide K, then SK(c) Φ c.

We will show that all words of length l\u\ in Wd(w) are cyclically conjugate. Indeed,
suppose V\ c u°°, v2 c u°°, \v\\ = |v2| = l\u\, the initial letters of v\ and V2 are
adjacent in the word u°°, and the initial letter of ν ι is to the left. Since letters in u°°
that are a distance a multiple of η apart are identical, it follows that (vi)\ = (t^)1;
hence v2 = S(v\). Therefore, if the distance between the initial letters of v\ and νχ
is Κ and the initial letter of v\ is to the left, then v2 = δκ{ν\).

Everywhere below, u is a noncyclic word, η = \u\, and in this case two subwords
of u°° of length η are cyclically conjugate and are equal if and only if the distance
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between their initial letters is a multiple of n. Therefore if c\ c u°°, c2 c u°°, and
{c\)n = (c2)n, it follows that the subwords C\ and c2 are at a distance a multiple of η
apart. This implies

PROPOSITION 1. An initial subword of length η uniquely determines a word of
Wd(w). Ifci,c2 € Wd(«), (ci)n = (c2)», and \d\ = \c2\, then c, = c2. If\cx\ > \c2\, then
ci = c2d. 7/|c| > n, \di\ = \d2\, and d\ φ d2, then cdx e if or cd2 e if.

Suppose v2 — vv C u°°, \v\ > n, (v)n = (v)n, and, in view of what was said above,
the initial letters of the left and right υ are at a distance \v\ apart, a multiple of n.
Then we have

PROPOSITION 2. In the algebra A®, the set of nonnilpotent words is equal to the set
of words that are cyclically conjugate to some power ofu.

PROPOSITION 3 (Combinatorial analogue of the assertion of simplicity of a matrix
algebra). Suppose Ι Φ 0 is a homogeneous ideal of A®. Then there exist λ0 Φ 0,
λ0 € Φ, and neN such that λ(Α*)η = 0.

P R O O F . Suppose s = XQC + X;A,c, G /, where A, e Φ, |c,-| = \c\, Ci Φ c, and
Ao φ 0. Each sufficiently long word in Wd(w) has the form V\cv2, where |wi| > n. By
Proposition 1,

mod if.f
Therefore XQV^CV2 e /. The proposition is proved.

Suppose U is the Φ-module generated by the words of length η in the algebra Af.
Put e\ — u and e, = δ'~ι(u). The module U is free, and e\,...,e^ is a basis.

THEOREM 6. var(^*) = var^[x] ®φ Matn(O)).

PROOF. Since var(^4*) is a homogeneous variety, it follows that to prove the

theorem it suffices to construct mappings h and g such that Α® Λ Εηάφ(ΙΙ) -* 0 and

0 -> Α* Λ Έηάφ[χ](υ <8>Φ Φ[χ]).
Let us construct the mapping h. Suppose d is a word, d e Wd(w). Put h(d){ei) =

(ί'(Μ)ί/)". If \d\ > n, {d)n = eh and (</)" = eh then h(d)(ek) = 5ikeh i.e. h{d) is the
matrix unit £},·; hence h is an epimoφhism.

Construction of g. Suppose d is a word in Wd(w) and f € U. Put

Suppose φ: [7<8>φΦ[χ] —» C/ and (p{f®P{x)) = / ® P ( l ) . For any d € Λ* we have a
commutative diagram:

^ U

In view of the homogeneity of g and Proposition 3, g is an embedding.
Theorem 6 was proved earlier in a weaker form by V. V. Borisenko.
DEDUCTION OF THEOREM 2 FROM THEOREM 1. It suffices to show that a reduced

Shirshov basis contains a sample, i.e. for any noncyclic word u such that \u\ < η a
basis Υ contains a word cyclically conjugate to u.
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Since A is a relatively free algebra of complexity n, it follows from Theorem 6
that there exists a factor C of A such that C -^ A®. Since the image of a Shirshov
basis under a mapping onto an infinite-dimensional nonnilpotent algebra contains a
nonnilpotent element, the desired assertion follows from Proposition 2.

§3. Preparatory lemmas

Suppose Ε — {a.\,...,as} is an alphabet and the order a.\ < • • • < as induces the
lexicographic order on W(E). Let

Wl{E) = {ce W(E)\ \c\ > /}; Wl = {ce W(E)\ \c\ = I}.

There exists a unique isomorphism ψ of the ordered sets Wl{E) with the lexico-
graphic order and the segment [l;sl] of the natural sequence. For c € Wl(E) we
put Nj(c) = y/{{c)t). Everywhere below, ν is a fixed word of length η in W(E),
b φ W{E), and ζ denotes a fixed element of Wlmn{E); we also assume that the word
{z)imn contains no subword of the form qm, where \q\ < n. Let Κ = (m + \)n and
JT = Imn.

PROPOSITION 4. Suppose 0 < \q\ < n. Then (qz)K Φ {ζ)κ.

Indeed, if {z)K = {qz)K, then (qsz)K = (qs+lz)K, hence (z)K = {QK)K, which is
impossible by virtue of the choice of z.

LEMMA 1. Suppose ΕΓ c {vb)°°, b~\ c v, 3~ = t0 • • • tp+l, and Vi |i,| > An, σ e Sp,
and ^ = totaW • · • ta{p)tp+u where t0 = lobeo, U = fjbljbei for 1 < / < p, tp+i =
fp+iblp+i, 3? = 2mn, 9^~\ c (vb)°°, and, for any i, b~\ c e( and b~~\ c f. Put
σ(0) = 0 and σ(ρ + 1) = ρ + 1. Then there exists an i such that {ea^fa^i+i)z)^ -<

PROOF. If qxq2 = v, put ~N(qi) = N^{q2z). If υ = qxq2 = q3q4 and q2 φ q*, then
Φ ν and V/ |#,-| < n.

It follows from Proposition 4 that {q\q^z)x Φ {q\q2z)% = (νζ)χ\ hence N{q{) -
Nx{Q*z) Φ 0, and if (N{qi) - N%>{qAz)) > 0, then {qiq^z)^ -< ( t f ^ ^ j r = (^z)^-.

Consider the sum

Y,(N{ea(i)) - Njr(U+i)z)) = 0,
i=0

since ejfj+ι = υ and N(ej) = N^(fj+iz). If this sum contains a positive term with
index /', we have (ea{i)fa(i+i)Z)jr < (vz)jt, as required.

Since the sum is equal to zero, it suffices to establish the presence of a nonzero
term; but since ^1 c (vb)°°, there is an / such that be^f^i+^ab Φ bvb. Then

N(eaW) - N2mn{fa{i+l)z) φ 0.

The lemma is proved.

COROLLARY. Suppose, under the hypothesis of Lemma 1, that tf, is obtained from
£Ta by the substitution b -> z. Then Vi? (2mn < R < \vz\) there exists Η \ζ % such
that \H\ = R and (H)2mn -< (vz)2mn.

Indeed, since \U\ > 4n, we can put Η = (β
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LEMMA 2. Suppose u is a noncyclic word, \u\ = n, f is a multilinear identity over
afield F of degree ρ, and Pid(/) < n. Then 3^ c u°°, y = totx • • • tptp+u V*
4« < |if(| < 10n, SMCA thatZT is linearly representable mod Γ(/) Z>y words of the form
^σ = ίο^σ(ΐ) · • · ta{p)tp+\,a e Sp, such that £7~σ~\ c u°°.

PROOF. Suppose / is an identity obtained from the identity Xof(xi,·• ·,ΧΡ)ΧΡ+Ι

by replacing the variables x, by monomials of degree 4p, where all 4p(p + 2) variables
occurring in the monomials are distinct. Obviously Pid(/) = Pid(/) and, by Theorem
6, / is not satisfied in Αζ. Consequently, there exists a set of words {ίο, ti,...,tp+i},
each of degree at least 4p, such that tof{ti,- • •, tP)tP+i Ψ 0 mod Ιζ. We may assume
that y = t§t\ •••tptp+i c u°°. Since \to\ > 4n, it follows from Proposition 1 that
VCT e Sp^, c u°° ο <9£ = y . Then there exists a set {Ασ} of elements of F such that

mod Τ[f) Ο Ξ ^ Α σ ^ ^ 0 mod ΐζ,

or

mod T{J) 0 = Ι Ε λσ I y + Ε Ασ^ # 0 mod /f.

Consequently,

[σ=λφ0, y Ξ — J ^ Α σ ^ mod

The lemma follows from the fact that if |i,| > 10«, we can eliminate from i, a
subword equal to u, and for all ^ the property of being a subword of u°° or not
being such a subword is preserved. The lemma is valid for all identities, not just
multilinear ones.

From Lemma 2 and the corollary of Lemma 1 we obtain

PROPOSITION 5. V/c 2mn < k < \vz\ and for s > (p + 2) · 10«, the word (vz)s is
linearly representable modulo T{f) by words Cj, each of which contains a subword Hj
of length k such that (Hj)2mn < (vz)2mn.

Suppose a is a set of words. We will call it distinguished if the factor with respect
to the ideal generated by a is nilpotent; we will denote its degree of nilpotency by
/(a). If a set {M,} is distinguished and u, c ui} then the set {Vi} is distinguished and
/({";}) > l({vi})- The set a is distinguished if and only if each word of length at
least l(a) is linearly representable by words of the form d\cd2, where c e a.

LEMMA 3 (replication). Suppose f is a multilinear identity of the algebra A, deg/ =
m, and {Dj} is the set of words of degree at most m (including the empty word)
in the generators of A and the elements ct, where {c,} is a distinguished set. Then
VR e Ν the set {(CiDj)R) = aR is distinguished, andl\aR) < K(l({ci)),p, m,R) for any
field F.

PROOF. Each word of length at least /({c,}) is linearly representable by words of
the form d\Cid2. We use this fact and also the fact that each word having sufficiently
high degree in a = {c,} is representable by Shirshov's theorem in the necessary way.
(We also use the fact that the (R + 1 )th power of a word contains the i?th power
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of any cyclically conjugate word; hence the words c; appear at the beginning.) The
lemma is proved.

§4. Proof of Theorem 1

Multilinear case. Suppose η = Pid(A), m = degyi, Φ is a field, ρ = deg/, and /
is a multilinear identity of complexity η satisfied in the algebra A. In view of the
main lemma, it suffices to show that the set Q™ of mth powers of the words of degree
at most η is distinguished. The following operations on sets of words preserve the
property "of being distinguished":

1) Replacing a word by a subword; replacing a word by a set of words by which it
is linearly representable.

2) "Replication"; replacing the set {c,} by the set {{CiDj)R}, where {Dj} is the set
of words of degree at most ρ in the c, and the generators of A.

3) If R > 20p, \Cj\ > 2mn, and c, contains no subword in Q™, then the word
(CjD)R can be replaced by the set of words of the form {Hy}, where \H7\ = 2mn and
Hy < {cdimn (see Proposition 5).

The multilinear case follows from the fact that by means of operations l)-3) we
can make the set Q™ from the set of all words of length 2mn.

DEDUCTION OF THEOREM 3. Suppose the set Μ and algebra A satisfy the condi-
tions of Theorem 3. It follows from the nilpotency of A/M^ and Lemma 3 that
the set {(mfDj)R) is distinguished for each R. By Theorem 1, (m?Dj)R c M^ for
large R. We now use the main lemma.

REMARK. From the proof of Theorem 1 we deduce the existence of a function
p(m,n,p,s), where η — PidA — Pid/, m = degA, ρ = deg/, and s is the number
of generators of the F-algebra A, such that all words of length p(m,n,p,s) lie in
ld(Q™); ρ does not depend on F.

From the above proof and estimates of Shirshov [2] it follows that p(m,n,p,s)
can be taken equal to

exp(exp(exp(exp(exp(exp(exp(m«ps))))))).

General case. Let T(stn) be the ideal generated by the standard identity stn of
degree n, and AF

S (g) a relatively free ί-generator .F-algebra in the variety generated
by the identity g. Let Alg(^) denote the set of elements of A that are algebraic
over F, I (A) the ideal generated by the homogeneous components of identities in A,
A = A/I(A), π the natural projection, NA the radical of A, and m = deg^4.

LEMMA 4. Suppose A is an algebra of degree m. Then for each η there exists
a finite set Yn = {f\,...,ft}, Yn c r(st 2 n), such that A has bounded height over

βϋ,υ {fu...,f<}.
P R O O F . We may assume that A is a graded relatively free algebra, a\,...,as its

generators, and ρ = p(2n,n,2n,s). We will show that all words of length ρ in
Z{au...,as) (and therefore also in Φ ® Z(ax,...,as)) lie in T(st2n) + ld(Q™). Let L
be the module generated by the words of length p,

M = Ln[T(st2n) + id(QZ>)], N = L/M.

From the multilinear case of Theorem 1 and the right faithfulness of the tensor prod-
uct it follows that N®Zq = 0 for any prime q. Since Ν is f.g., Ν = 0. Consequently,
there exists W = {g\,...,gR} c T(st2n), #W < oo, such that the set Qn

m U W is
distinguished. It remains to apply Lemma 3 and the main lemma.

It suffices to show that if η = Pid(^), then r(st 2 n ) c Alg(A); this follows from
Proposition 7.
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PROPOSITION 6. Suppose F is afield, #F > degg, and F' > F. Then

var(if (g) ®F F') = var(if (*)), A?(g) * Af(g) ®F F'.

Indeed, Af(g) satisfies all components of g homogeneous in each variable and all
of their linearizations (see [10], Chapter 1).

COROLLARY 1. Suppose χ is α homogeneous component of g. Then each simple
factor of A in which the image of χ is nonnilpotent contains at most (degg)m = Κ
elements.

COROLLARY 2. In this case, x2K' -xn lies in the radical of A; hence χ is an algebraic
element and I (A) c Alg(y4).

PROPOSITION 7. Suppose A is a relatively free algebra. Then Alg(̂ 4) = π~ι(ΝΑ) is
an ideal; if Φ is Noetherian, then 3t e N: (Alg(^))' c I {A).

PROOF. If χ e M%{A), then n(x) is an algebraic element of the graded algebra A
and is nilpotent. The existence of the desired t follows from a theorem of Braun (see
[12]).

§5. The "transfer" procedure. Proof of the main lemma

Consider this game: given a word c, the first player designates a set of words by
which it is linearly representable, the second designates a word in this set, and the first
wants to bring this word to a desired form; the possibility of doing this is equivalent
to the linear representability of c by words of this form.

Consider this game: there are / groups of objects, with K{,..., K[ being the num-
bers of objects in these groups. The first player chooses m groups and partitions each
of them into a left part and a right part, and then the second player rearranges the
right parts nonidentically, after which the left and right parts are reunited.

The aim of the first player is to try to see that at most m — \ groups contain at
least m objects.

Suppose Κ,,,...,Kim > m. We select the groups with indices i\,...,im and put
Kiq = Kiq - q. Then VCT € Sm\{l} the vector

is lexicographically greater than the vector {K\,..., K/); in trying to increase the vector
(K\,...,Kj) the first player arrives at the desired result.

An equivalent game: a word is printed on a tape, the first player cuts the word into
m + 2 pieces, and the second nonidentically rearranges the middle m. The aim of the
first player is to achieve a "transfer" of almost all letters of the set of long subwords
of c into m - 1 subwords. It is easy to see that by replacing a subword of length k
with a word containing the wth power of a basic word and knowing how to "transfer"
powers of a basic word together we can bring a word to the form required by the
definition of essential height. Let us turn to a formal exposition (the definitions were
given in §1).

Everywhere below, Ε is an alphabet, possibly infinite, and Φ(Ε) is a free graded
associative algebra over E. For each Κ we have dim Τχ < oo, where TK = {x e
Φ(£)| | |χ | | < Κ}. Also, Vz = \,...,p, Bj is a subsemigroup of W(E) generated by
letters, and 5, Π B}• = 0 for / Φ j . Put A, = B™, where m = deg/, / being a
multilinear identity satisfied in the algebra A.

We call a representation c = co/?o · · • Q?/?«Q?+i of a word c regular if
a) Vy, VJC € Aj x~l c c,-, and
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b) the βί are maximal subwords of c with respect to inclusion such that |/?,| > m
and βί e Am.

Since all of the Bt are generated by letters and 5, Π B}• = 0 for i ψ j , a regular
representation of c exists and is unique; therefore the relation β, e Λ ,̂·) uniquely
defines a function ;(/) connected with the word c. Put kt = |j8,-|; then obviously
A;,- > m for 0 < i < R. Put Nt = | |#c / + i · · -c«foCi?+i|| and fc, = Nt = 0 for / > i?.
Note that No> N{ > • • • > NR> NR+l = • • • = 0.

By the indicator PK(c) of a word c we mean the vector

pk(c) = (N0,k0,Nl,k1,...,NR,kR,0,...,0,...)

in N N . We order the set of indicators lexicographically. The following lemma is
obvious.

LEMMA 5. Suppose there is given a regular representation

c = CoA>Ci/?i · · • cRfiRcR+\

of the word c. Then:
a) 77ze last letter ofci and the first letter ofci+\ do not belong to Β^η.

b) Suppose \\Ci\\ = ||cj|| and c' = co$) • •" βί-ι^βί · • • c«+i. wAere c- contains a sub-

word ofAk for some k. Then p"k(c') >- PK(c).
c) Suppose \\c\\ = \\c'\\, the word c' has the form c' = co/?o · · · Cifi[t for some t, and

\fi'i\>\fii\. Then ΡΚ(Ο >- PK(c).

For each homogeneous ideal / c Φ(Ε) we denote by S?j the set of words not
representable linearly mod / by words with larger indicator.

PROPOSITION 8. The 3j + J generate Φ(Ε) as a Φ-module.

PROOF. Suppose c e Sfj and represent c by a linear combination of words with
larger indicator: c = Σλ^, λ,· G Φ, \\yt\\ = \\c\\. If y, <£ S?j, carry out the same proce-
dure with yt. The finiteness of the number of words of given degree of homogeneity
guarantees that the process terminates.

Everywhere below, S is the ideal of Φ (is) generated by {J^Aj.

PROPOSITION 9. Suppose that in Φ{Ε)/(Ι + S) all homogeneous components of
degree at least I are zero, c e S'j, and c = co/?o · • • fiRcR+\ is a regular representation
ofc. ThenVi \\a\\ <l.

PROOF. If \\c, \\ > I, then c, is linearly representable by words c,*, where ||c,-fc|| = ||c/||

and PK(c,vt) > (0,0,...). We now use part b) of Lemma 5.

LEMMA 6. Suppose there is given a regular representation c = co/?o · · • flRCR+ι of
the word c, and there exists a sequence 0 < i\ < h < • • • < im < R such that
j{h) = J(h) = •••= j(im). Then c £ £fT(f) and

f = X\ • • • Xm + 2_^ λσΧσ{1) • • " xa(m)i Ao € Φ.

PROOF. Represent βίκ in the form δκ7κ so that |yi| < · · · < \vm\ (this can be done
since Vi \βi\>m). Put

to = Co A) • · ' c i , δ\ > tm = 7mCim+i • • · cR+i,

ίκ = yxCiK+i • • • CiK+lSK+i, 1 < Κ < m.

T h e n c = tot\ •••tm.
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To prove the lemma it suffices to show that PK(cCT) >- PK(c), where σ Φ 1 and
ca = iô cr(i) · · · ta(m)· Let Κ be the smallest number such that σ(Κ) Φ Κ; then σ (Κ) >
Κ, ca = to---tK-ita(K)---ta(m), \\ca\\ = \\c\\, and the word ca has the form ca =
Οοβϋ • • • θίκδκ7σ(Κ)α for some ω, \γσ(κ)\ > \?κ\· It remains to use part c) of Lemma 5.

From Lemma 6, Dirichlet's principle, and Proposition 9 we obtain

PROPOSITION 10. Suppose J D T(f), c e =2/, and all homogeneous components
ο/Φ{Ε}/($ + J) of degree at least I are zero. Then the regular representation c =
co/?o · · · ̂ RCR+I satisfies the following conditions:

a) Vz | | c | | < /.
b) R < (m — \)p (p being the number of sets A,).

PROOF OF THE MAIN LEMMA. The alphabet Ε will consist of leuers a, corre-
sponding to the generators of the algebra A and letters m, corresponding to m ; e M,
rnjeM c A, ||a ;|| = ||α,-||, and \\mj\\ = \\mj\\. Put Bj = {ηή}^; then Μ = {mj}p

j=l,

Aj = {m)}f=m, and S = ~M(m). There is an exact sequence 0 -> JA -<· Φ(Ε) ^A^Q,
where π: a,^ H-> a, and m ; H^ mj. The ideals S and JA satisfy the conditions of Propo-
sition 10 for some / if A/M^ is nilpotent.

Proposition 10 means that the essential height of a word c e 3jA is at most
2{m-\)p.

REMARK. In exactly the same way we can show that at most m — \ words c,· can
have length at least m if c e £?jA (we "transfer" to the right).

§6. The nonassociative case

Suppose Β is an algebra and Μ = {m,}^ a set of its elements satisfying the condi-
tions of Theorem 4;b\,...,bs are generators of B, Q = {qt•} is a set of nonassociative
monomials in b\,...,bs,m\,...,mp, the alphabet £ consists of symbols L{qi) corre-
sponding to the qi e Q, and ||£(#,)ll = |[#,||; / is a multilinear identity in L[B] of the
form

f(X\,. ..,Xm) — Xl • • • Xm + 2^^σΧσ(\) " " ' xa(m)> λσ G Φ.

Let 5 ; be the subsemigroup of W{E) generated by L{q$>), where q^ e 5 m j , and let

yi; = Bj1 and 5 = idfljf -4_/)· There is an exact sequence

0 - 7L[5] - Φ(£> ̂  i [ ^ ] - 0, π: L{q)

LEMMA 7. ΓΛ^Α·̂  ex«ii k e Ν M̂C/Z /Λαί α// homogeneous components of
Φ(£')/(/ί,[Β] + 5) of degree at least k are zero.

PROOF OF THEOREM 4. It follows from Lemma 7 and Propositions 9 and 10 that
Φ{Ε) is linearly representable mod JLlB] by elements of the form co/?o • • · fiRCR+\,
where R < p(m - 1), ||c,-|| < k, and β, e Aj^). Since the L-length of Β is bounded,
there exists h such that any element of n(Aj) is linearly representable by elements of
the form L(qx) • • • L{q^), where X <h and qt € Bmj. Theorem 4 follows from the
fact that each x e f i i s linearly representable by elements of the form Gobi, where
G £ L[B], and from the definition of essential height.

PROOF OF LEMMA 7. Since B/M^ is nilpotent for each / and the L-length is
bounded, it follows that for each h all elements of sufficiently high degree of homo-
geneity lie in the ideal generated by the elements of the form
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where Ν € MoNk+1 and c € B^.. In view of condition (ii) for nice varieties,
L{N(bi{,...,bip,c,...,bik)) lies in the ideal generated by the elements of the form
L(q\) • • • L(qt), where Ν € MoN / + 1 and / < nvar(B)(p + s).

Using once again condition (ii) and Dirichlet's principle, we see that for suffi-
ciently large h we have that L(N(b^,.••,b^,c,...,b^)), where c e /?*,., lies in the
ideal generated by the elements of the form L{q\) • • • L(qi), where qj € Bmj V/. But
L{q,)---L{q,)eS.

It follows from the proof that the hypothesis of Theorem 4 can be weakened, it
being sufficient to require only the nilpotency of B/M^, where

7(πνζτ(Β)(Ρ + s))2deg(/).
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